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PREFACE

The present thesis is a summary of experimental investigations

on total ß-decay energies" and deduced atomic masses of nuclei far from

the region of ß-stability. The work was performed at the OSIRIS facility.

Studsvik. Sweden, and at the ISOLDE facilityi CERN. Geneva. Switzerland.

The following articles are included

K Aleklettí E Lund, and G Rudstam.

The total binding energy of the doubly closed shell nuclide
I.

The Swedish Research Councils' Laboratory Research Report
LF-73i 1976

II. K Aleklettt E Lund. G Nyman, and 6 Rudstam.

Total ß-decay energies and masses of short-1i ved isotopes
of zinc, gallium, germanium, and arsenic.

The Swedish Research Councils' Laboratory Research Report
LF-74. 1977

III. E Lund. K Aleklett. and G Rudstam.

Total ß-decay energies and masses of tin. antimony, and
tellurium isotopes in the vicinity of ^

The Swedish Research Councils' Laboratory Research Report
LF-75. 1977

IV. K Aleklett. E Lund, and G Rudstam.

Total ß-decay energies and masses of strongly neutron-rich
indium isotopes ranging from A = 120 to 129

The Swedish Research Councils' Laboratory Research Report
LF-76. 1977

V. L Westgaard. K Aleklett. G Nyman, and E Roeckl,

Beta-decay energies and masses of short-lived isotopes of
rubidium, caesium, francium, and radium

Z Physik A275 (1975) 127

In the following these papers will be referred to by roman figures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1. General-

- The properties of an atomic nucleus are specified by the

number of protons and neutrons present and therefore common practice

when making a Chart of Nuclides is to plot the proton number Z as or-

dinate and the neutron number N as abscissa. For the light« stable

nuclei the protons and neutrons tend to be present in equal numbers

in such á plot« but for the heavier nuclei the number of neutrons

exceeds that of protons. This neutron excess serves to compensate

the effect of the Coulomb repulsion between the protons.

Expanding the N-Z plot into a three-dimensional diagram» with

the atomic mass as the quantity plotted in the third dimension« the

stable nuclei occupy the bottom of a mass-valley whose hillsides are

composed of the radioactive nuclei. The transformation from unstable

into stable nuclei occurs when energy is released as radiation. A

neutron-rich nuclide can attain stability through the conversion of a

neutr-o into a proton with the emission of an electron (ß~-particle)

and wo antineutrino < v). The reverse process« which affords stability

in proton-rich nuclides« comprises the conversion of a proton into a

neutron. This may be accomplished either by emission of a positron

(ß -particle) and a neutrino Cv)> or by capture of one of the orbital

electrons with the emission of a neutrino. A common name for these

processes is ß-decay> and the total energy released is called the Q„-

value. The ß-stable nuclei in the plot constitute the so-called region

of ß-stability.

The work which forms the basis of this thesis consisted of the

determination of experimental Q.-values for ß-unstable nuclei. A cut
p •

through the mass valley has been chosen to illustrate the ß-decay at

the isobaric line A = 77. (see Fig 1). The isobars 7 7Zn. 77Ga. and

Rb belong to the species studied in the present work.

The most fundamental property of a nucleus is its total energy

or mass« since this is the same as the ground state eigen-value of

the Hamiltonian of the nuclear system under consideration. This

means that determination of the nuclear mass provides the most direct
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77The masses of the isobars

the publications II and V.

"Zn, Gat and Rb are taken from

way of studying the nuclear Hamiltonian. which is a fundamental

concept. To determine a Qß-value is also to determine the mass

difference between two nuclei. Since the masses of stable nuclei are

well establishedf those of radioactive nuclei can be determined by the

successive addition of these mass differences. From the Qß-values repor-

ted in publications I-v and Appendix it has been possible to deduce more

than 40 ground state masses, of which only about 10 have been pre-

viously reported, but with inferior precision. Furthermore, it has

been possible to deduce the isomer i c mass for .about: 15 nuclides. and

also to assign lower limits for a number of other ground state masses.

Considered together these new masses can be expected to provide a

fertile source of data for theoreticians and hopefully lead to a better

understanding of nuclear properties.



1.2. Regions far from ß-stability

A successive departure from the region of ß-stability is

accompanied by an increase in the total energy available for ß-

decay. For very unstable nuclei hew decay modes become possible«

as exemplified by B-delayed protoni neutront and a emission. As

departure becomes extreme,the limit for nucleon stability is

reachedi and nucleon emission from the ground state becomes possible.

Systematic studies of nuclear properties of nuclei far away from

stability may reveal unexpected structures. The results of such

studies also serve as check points for the extrapolation of existing

theories.

Exotic nuclei of the above type have very short half-lives

(often below 10 s) and can only be studied in special experimental

arrangements» as for instance those using in-beam spectroscopy <Dia-70).

and on-line mass separation (Rav-76). Two of the most successful fa-

cilities for this purpose are ISOLDE (Kje-70) and OSIRIS CBor-71).

and the nuclides studied in the present work were produced at these

facilities.

The systematic studies described in Papers I-V and Appendix

have led to considerable increase in knowledge of the atomic masses of

medium weight nuclei far from ß-stability. Thus the "Wigner term"

Ccf. II.4) has been found to be important for the stability of rubidium

isotopes. Mapping of the atomic mass surface also provides a good

test of the various mass formulae and provides a basis for their

improvement.

By adding energy to a nucleus it can be excited to distinct

energy states. Excited states can also be attained by the process of

ß-decay. In regions far away from ß-stability where large Qß-values

are found» the number of states that can be fed is so great that a

statistical treatment of the decay process becomes necessary. This

has been performed by determining the ß-strength function (Ale-75.

Han-74. Hor-75). which is strongly dependent upon the total ß-decay

energy available.

L
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In the creation of the solar system the isotopic abundances

finally arrived at are the result of all'the nuclear processes in-

volved. The predominant element is hydrogen« with 93 % of the total

number of atoms• followed by helium with 7 %. All other elements

amounting to about 0,1 %« constitute a mere trace of impurities in

the H - He gas continuum (See-67). In this "trace" the presence of

the majority of the neutron-rich nuclides can be accounted for by the

so-called r-process (rapid neutron-capture process) (Bur-57, Sch-76).

Accordingly! these nuclides have been formed by the decay of extremely

neutron-rich precursors« lying 20 to 40 units from the region of ß-

stability- The abundance of r-process nuclides is determined by the

temperature and duration of the nuclear processi the neutron density,

the initial seed nuclei, and of nuclear properties. In order to re-

produce this process on a theoretical basis it is necessary to cal-

culate the nuclear properties by a mass formula. The use of such a

formula is essential since it has so far been impossible to reach the

r-pror,ess region experimentally, and no doubt will be in the future

too. The validity check of the mass formulae used in these calculations

(cf. Section V.2) indicates which one should be used in each of the

various regions studied.

In recent years the subject of super-heavy elements has been

discussed and experiments have been made to verify their occurrence

(see e.g. Nob-74« Gen-76i Ste'-76). If any of these nuclei can be arti-

ficially produced or can be shown to occur in nature it is probable

that one of them is a doubly closed shell nuclide. Accordingly« the

mass of cnSfop is an interesting check point for the theories used

to calculate the nuclear properties of super heavy elements. If such

elements exist in nature the r-process is the only conceivable process

of formation. In addition to the correct choice of mass formula« the

formation calculations require a knowledge of neutron-rich ß-strength

functions (Wen-76).

L
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II. THE ATOMIC MASS SURFACE

11.1. The Atomic Mass

About 99.975 % of the atomic mass is made up of the nucleus. The

relationship between these two masses is given by the expression

"atomic * "nuclear + (Z me " B e ( Z ) ) (II.1)

(II.2)

where mg is the mass of the electron and Bfi(Z> is the binding energy

of the Z electrons in the neutral atom. The atomic mass is given in

units, the "unified scaled such that the atom of 1 2C has an atomic

mass of precisely 12. In these units (Coh-73)

12
1 u = 1/12«mass of one C atom =

= 931.5016 + 0.0026 MeV

When the mass of a nucleus made up of Z protons and N neutrons

is compared with the mass obtained by summing the Z proton masses and

the N neutron masses a small mass difference is found. This is the

total binding energy B(Z,N) of the nuclide.

B(Z.N) = Z Mu + N M - M(Z.N> (II.3)
H n

(The electronic contribution is negligible in the determinations of this work).

Another quantity which contains the same information about the

nuclear mass as B(ZiN) is the mass excess i ME(Z.N). This is defined as

ME(Z.N) = M(Z.N) - A

where M is expressed in mass units.

(II.4)

The total binding energy is an increasing function of Z and N while

the binding energy per nucleon remains fairly constant from A = 12 on-

wards. Empirically, it has been found that

B(Z.N)/A » 8.5 MeV/nucleon (II.5)

This approximation is of course quite crude,and many attempts have been

made to provide more accurate expressions for B(ZrN) or M(ZiN) in terms

of a universal function of Z and N. These attempts were motivated on

the one hand by the apparent regularities observed in the tables of

atomic mass, and on the other by a number of general, theoretical con-

siderations. They have therefore come to be known as semiempirical mass

formulae (Section II.3). These formulae constitute a macroscopic de-

scription of the mass,while a more fundamental representation is given

by self-consistent calculations (Section II.2).

i
st

fl
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II.2 Self-consistent Calculations of Nuclear Masses

The energy that is bound in a nucleus is due to the interacting

nuclear forces. Accordingly! a straightforward procedure for the cal-

culation of atomic masses might start with an effective nucleon-nucleon

interaction. Such calculations* starting from a free nucleon-nucleon

interaction! have been performed (Dav-71 ) using the Brueckner many-body

thfory to derive an effective interaction Cthe reaction matrix). This

interaction has then been fitted to experimental nuclear binding energies.

These calculations! which involve a knowledge of the detailed

structure of the interactionioften give rather poor agreement with ex-

perimental data. The ground-state and macroscopic properties are not

expected» however! to be dependent on the detailed structure and an

average and simplified force for the interaction is therefore to be

preferred.

In recent years use of the Skyrme force (Sky-56) has acquired

popularity and its success and limitations are becoming increasingly

known- It was designed for Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations of nuclei•

and consists essentially of a two-body parti which is momentum depen-

dent! and a zero-range three-body part. The parameters are fitted

to known binding energies and radii for magic nuclei. Descriptions of

the force and the HF equations are given in the following publications

(Sky-56. Neg-72. Bei-75a. Vau-72).

The most complete mass treble which employs self-consistent cal-

culations! is that given by Beiner et al (Bei-76). This lists ground

state binding energies for spherical nuclei that lie within the drip

lines, for N < 110 and Z i 88 with a few exceptions located about

Z = 82 and N = 126. These calculations employ the energy-density

method (Bei-74a! Bei-75b).

An alternative procedure for fitting the parameters to a large

number of experimental data is to reproduce directly! not the experi-

mental data themselves, but the mass formula parameters derived from

them. This approach is used in ref (Köh-76a)for different sets of

parameters.

The microscopic approach is in principle more fundamental than

the macroscopic <cf Section II.3). ThuSi it is not necessary to apply

any shell corrections as these are already included in the model. The

parameters are also independent of Z and N since they correspond to

an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. It is believed thai: the

?r\
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properties of closed she I nuclei can be faithfully reproduced by HF cal-

culations. Special interest is therefore attached to the calculated

properties of super-heavy elements (Bei-74b>isince some are believed

to be doubly-closed shell nuclei.

II.3 Mass Formulae

The macroscopic approach to the prediction of atomic masses

seeks to find a universal mass formula of Z and N based on some general

theoretical considerations.

It is outside the scope of this thesis to describe current

mass formulae in detail. Nevertheless since the validity of some of

the predictions they have yielded will be checked using the atomic masses

reported in the present worki it is justifiable to mention some of their

principal features.

The mass formulae under consideration are divisible into three

types:

i) Droplet model mass equations

ii) Shell model mass equations

iii) Mass relations

i) The starting point for the droplet model is the Bethe-Weizaecker

liquid drop equation (Wei-35» Bet-36)t which gives the ground state mass

or the ground state energy as the sum of the volume, surface« symmetry«

Coulomb.and pairina energies. Thus , .

E(N.Z) = avA + asA
2/3 + 6 (A) (II.6)

where T = |TZ| = 1/2 j N - Z|. The mean overall deviation

from experimental masses is about 2.5 MeV.

An improvement to this formula is provided by the concept of

a two-part model« made up of a smooth macroscopic part, and an oscilla-

ting microscopic part. Applied to the droplet model this approach allows

the neutron and proton density distributions to vary so as to minimize

the total nuclear energy (Mye-74. Mye-76). The shell closures lead to

structuring of the nuclear mass surfacet and these effects are accounted

for by a shell-correction term. Myers and Swiatecki chose a pheno-

ménological term that corresponds to a Fermi-gas level-bunching accom-

panied by deformation attenuation (Mye-66). On the other hand Groote

et al. (Gro-76) have devised a correction term based upon the bunching

of average single-particle spectra. The shell-correction term can also

be determined from a microscopic Nilsson-model calculation, the result
•ft*
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of which is normalized to the macroscopic part by applying a Strutinsky

smoothing procedure <See-75. Möl-74).

Another mass surface structure is the "Wigner term" which

will be discussed in Section II.4.

ii) The shell-model» semi-empirical mass equation of Zeldes and

coworkers (Zel-67. Lir-75) describes the nuclear energy as the sum

of strong-pairing» deformation and Coulomb energies. This gives rise

to different equations depending on whether the neutrons and protons

lie outside closed shells» or whether the valence neutrons and protons

are in the same or in different major shells. The (Z.N)-plane is di-

vided into 15 different shell regions, defined by the numbers 2» 8»

20. 28. 50» 126 (114)» and 184. The coefficients are obtained from

a least-squares fit of the mass equations to the experimental mass data»

treating each shell region separately.

iii) Another approach to the problem of the nuclear mass surface

is provided by deriving relationships between neighbouring nuclei.

This treatment leads to a mass formula. This means a weakening of the

understanding of the physical aspects of the nuclear system» but

measured masses can be reproduced quite well. Well-known examples are

the transverse (GKT) and longitudinal (GKL) mass relationships derived

by Garvey and Kelson (Gar-69). These relationships are based on the

assumption of a nuclear model with fourfoLd-degenerated single-particle

orbits of the Hartree-Fock or Nilsson-model. The mass table GKT. which

is often referred to. requires 477 parameters. The use of this mass re-

lationship for extrapolations far from the region of ß-stability can

be risky as has been demonstrated in ref. (wes-72). In order to render

mass relations more reliable for very neutron- or proton-rich nuclei

Jänecke and Behrens (Jän-74. Jän-76) have derived generalized relation-

ships by including the effective neutron-proton interaction.

Recently. Comay-Kelson have presented a collection of mass

tables (Com-76). These were generated using the transverse Garvey-Kelson

equation to extrapolate from different subsets of experimentally known

masses. Predictions of unknown masses are obtained by averaging over

the collection. The averaging procedure also yields the uncertainties

that are associated with these predictions.
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In Table I a brief comparison is made of the different mass

formulae from which predictions have been obtained and checked against

masses reported in this thesis.

TABLE I

Authors Ref Features No of Fitted Goodness of
coeff to fit for ME(MeV)

Myers

Grootei Hi If»
Takahashi

Seeger»
Howard

Li rant
Zeldes

Garvey»
Gerace.
Jaffe» Talmi t
Kelson

Comay.
Kelson

Mye-76

Gro-76

See-75

Lir-76

Gar-69

Com-76

Improvement of drop-
let model. Fermi-gas
level-bunching with
deformation attenu-
ation

Shell corrections
from bunching of
average single-
particle spectra

Shell and deforma-
tion energies from
Nilsson model and
BCS pairing

Sum of strong-
pairing» deforma-
tion« and Coulomb
energies

Transverse Garvey-
Kelson mass rela-
tionships

Average values and
uncertainties from
ensembles of G-K
mass tables

16

50

9

178

477

subsets
of known
masses

a ) Root-mean-square errort [<x-- x)2/n ] 1/2

Wap-71

Wap-76

Wap-71

Wap-76

Mat-65

Wap-76

Mye-76.
Fig 3.
P 415

o = 0.67a)

a = 0.704a'b)

i

a = 0.276a)

a = 0.092a)

<|M-Mexpl>
= 0.102 •)

) For binding energies

A good fit to currently known masses is not necessarily an

indication of a good fit to masses of nuclei far from the region of

ß-stability. as will be shown in Section VI.
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II.4 The "Wigner Term"

In the Bethe-Weizäcker semi-empiri caI mass formula the nuclear-

symmetry energy is accounted for by the term T /A where T = |TZJ =

1/2 |N - Z|. Wigner has given the quantum mechanical arguments in

justification of this form (Wig-37). According to his "unified" super-

multiplet model the symmetry energy is made up of a potential energy

part« proportional to T(T+4)/A and a kinetic part» with a leading term

proportional to T /A. Thus» we may write

E = a T 2 • bT

where a

asym sym ft

and b are constants.

(II.7)

The Wigner term is the term linear in T. It arises in each

nucleus from the increased overlap of the wave functions of particles

in identical orbits. Following the arguments of Wigner. Myers (Mye-76)

arrived at the following expression for the Wigner energy

EWigner • « I* " * I* A)/A , <II.8>

where A = 1 for the odd nuclei with N = Zi and A = 0 elsewhere. Use

of the value W = 30 MeV gives good agreement with experimental data.

This Wigner Term has also been adopted by Groote et al. (Gro-76),

while Seeger-Howard have a slightly different term (See-75)

" N - Z|
Wigner = 35

CII.9)

It was shown in (Mye-66) that the Wigner term was of importance for

masses with A i 58. Paper V in this thesis provides experimental

support for the Wigner Term for rubidium and krypton nuclei.

Accordingly! the term should also be included when treating medium

weight nuclei.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

ÍII.1 ProductiontSeparation and Collection of Short-Lived Nuclides

Short-lived nuclides are produced by irradiating a target

nucleus with different kinds of particles. The production mechanism

is then dependent on both the target material and the kind of par-

ticles used in the irradiation.

At the ISOLDE facility (Kje-70) neutron-deficient nuclides

are successfully produced in spaltation» induced by the proton beam

of the CERN 600 MeV synchrocyclotron. The choice of target material

depends upon which spallation products are to be investigated. Some

of these products can then be ionized in the ion source of the electro-

magnetic mass separator. Caesium» rubidium» franciunwand radium

ion beams are» for instance» produced by means of a surface ionization

source in connection with molten targets of La metal» Y-La and Th-La

alloy (Rav-75a» Rav-75b). The lower half-life limit is currently

about 59 ms (Aur-76a).

The OSIRIS facility (Bor-71) connected to the 1-MW R2-0

reactor at Studsvik is illustrated in Fig 2. Neutron-rich nuclides

are produced by the thermal-neutron induced fission of U. About

3 g of the target material is enclosed in the unique ion-source tar-

get assembly located near the reactor core in a maximum neutron flux
11 2of 10 n.^/cm s. The recoiling fission fragments are captured in

graphite» diffuse to the surface» evaporate» and are finally ionized.

At a maximum temperature of 1600°C the ion-source releases 18

different elements. 9SRb. with a half-life of 0.14 s (Rud-76).

is so far the most short-lived fission product detected.

At both the facilities the ion-beam from the ion-source is

made to enter a 55° fringing-field focusing type magnet (And-64).

This yields nearly circular cross-sections for the separated mass

beams and contamination from neighbouring masses is typically a few

per mi lie. One of these mass beams is then extracted and led to a

collector system, in the experiments described in paper I - V and

Appendix a movable collector tape is applied. The tape, made of alu-

minized mylar, can be moved stepwise to the detector assembly.

L
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One difference between the facilities is the number of ele-

ments that are produced directly in the sample. In general there Is

only one element present at ISOLDE while at OSIRIS one or more members

of an isobaric chain may be present.

III.2 Basic Principle of the Qß-value Determination

A radioactive nuclide frequently decays in two steps. A ß-

particle is initially emitted to feed an excited state in the daughter

nucleus. The ground-state of the daughter is then attained by the

emission of y-rays. if it is possible to measure both the kinetic

energy of the particles in the ß-decay and the energy of the excited

statef the Q.-value can be obtained from their sum. Experimentally!
p

these measurements are performed employing coincidence techniques.

This approach to the determination of Qß-values requires a

good knowledge of the level structure of the daughter nuclide. and

in cases where such information is lacking, it is accordingly only

possible to give a lower limit for the Qß-value. Alternatively, it

is sometimes possible to measure a ground-state to ground-state tran-

sition! which directly yields the Qg-value.

III.3 Detector Systems

In the experimental set-up ß-spectra are recorded in coinci-

dence with different y-gates. A Si(Li)«system or a plastic detector

is used for ß-detection. The measurement of y-spectra is performed

either with a Ge(Li) detector or with NaKTD-detectors. Peaks in

the y-spectrum are selected by a suitable choice of gate settings.

The detectors used in the papers I-IV and Appendix are listed in TABLE II.

TABLE II

The detector systems used in the present thesis

System

a

fa
a
d
£

Hain ß-detector

Si (Li)

Si (Li)

Si (Li)

Plastic,NEiO2A

Si (Li)

Anti ß-detector

2 Si (Li)

2 Si (Li)

3 S i (L i )

-

1 Si (Li)

Gamma- Paper
detector

Ge(Li) I , I I . I I I . IV

2 NaKTl) 11. IV

2 NaKTl) III.IV

Ge(Li) V

2 NaKTl) V
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The systems a and b will be discussed at the end of this Section and

in Section IV. Block diagrams of these systems are found in Figs-

3 and 4. For details about c. d and £ reference is made to (Lun-76)t

(Lin-70)» and Paper Vi respectively.

The same Si(Li) system is used in a and fa. it consists of a

main transmission detector 25 mm in dia and 5 mm thick from which

a segment has been cut in such a way that the ß-particles from a

sample will see a sensitive depth up to 23 mm. This corresponds to

the range of penetration for electrons with an energy of about 10 MeV

(see Fig 3). To eliminate events with ß-particles that are scattered

out from the main detector use is made of two Si(Li)-detectors surro-

unding the main detector. The response-function and the efficiency

of the system are discussed in IV.2.

The Ge(Li)-detector used in system a has an efficiency of 18.5 % of

a 3 inch NaI(Tl)-detector,and the FWHM at 1173 keV is 1.9 keV. The

coincidence system has a time-resolution of 19 ns and the time-

window used was about 30 ns.

In system b two Nal(Tl) crystals 3 inch in dia and 3 inch

thick are used as y-detectors. The time-resolution of this system

was about 80 ns and the time-window used about 100 ns

The different electronic devices used are enumerated in the capt-

ions to Figs 3 and 4.

Fig 3 Schematic description of the set-up for the determination of

ß—y coincidences (system a ) , and block diagram of the electronics

used. (PA = preamplifiers SA = spectroscopy amplifiers TFA =

timing filter amplifiers TPU = time pinkoff units DA = delay

amplifiers CFD = constant fraction discriminators TPC = time

pickoff controls D = delays TPHC = time-to-pulse-height con-

verters RM = ratemeters LG = linear gates SCA = single-channel

analyzers GDG = gate and delay generators X and Y = analog-to-

digital converters).

i
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Fig 4 Block diagram of the electronics used for counting ß-y coinci-

dences with the system b. (PA = preamplifiers SA = sum ampli-

fier» A = amplifier! DA = delay amplifier: COP = cross over

pickoffi TSCA = timing single channel analyzers SCA = single

channel analyzers TPHC = time-to-pulse height converters DA =

delay amplifiers X and Y = analog-to-digital converters).
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES *>

L

IV.1 Measurements

The mass separated samples generally contained two or more

isobaric components since no attempts were made to perform a chemical

separation. In most cases» however» the relative yield of the nuclide

under consideration could be enhanced by an appropriate choice of

time for the duration of the collection. For determi-

nations using system a no problem with contamination arises as the

width of each y-gate is easily accomodated in a well resolved spectrum

as measured by a Ge(Li)-detector.

Experimentally» it has been found that a counting rate of

up to 4000 cps in the main ß-detector gives a ß-spectrum free from

pile-up. This sample strength also affords a suitable counting rate

in the v-detector(s). The reactor power was accordingly adjusted to

provide this intensity. Usuallyt (5-10>x10 ß-events v s collected

in the main detector in order to give an accurate Fermi-Kurie (FK)

analysis of the coincident ß-spectra.

The determination of the Q.-values of the 2.33 and 12.2 s
125isomers of In will now be discussed as an example of the operation

of coincidence system a. (The determination of the Q -value of the
1290.9 s activity of In is discussed as an example of the working of

125
system b in Paper IV). The daughter isomers of Sn have such long
half-lives» namely 9.5 min and 9.64 d» as compared with the isomers of
125

In that no disturbance is to be expected when a collection time of
8 s is used. A total of about 5000 samples were collected and measured

125during the experiment. The ground state of In decays mainly to the
two 7/2+ states at 1363 and 1059 keV. while the isomeric state decays

almost completely to the 1/2+ and 3/2* states in 1 2 5Sn at 215 and

27.5 keV. respectively (see Fig 4 in Paper IV and ref. Fog-76). The y-

transitions at 1336» 1032» and 187 keV. which depopulate the above

mentioned levels, were chosen as gates for ß-spectra. In addition»

an energy interval close to each y-gate was recorded» the width being

chosen to correspond to that sf the gate itself. The intensities

recorded were subsequently subtracted from the ß-spectra coincident

with the y-gates to give a background correction. The ß-spectra

*) Concerning the experiments performed at OSIRIS.
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Fig 5 The ß-spectrum corresponding to a gate around the 1336 keV transi-
125tion. which depopulates the level at 1363 keV in Sn. is given

as filled circles. The spectrum corresponding to a background

gate in the neighbourhood is denoted by open circles.
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Fig 6 Response function of the Si(Li)-system corresponding to the

K and LM conversion electron lines of the 1063.64 keV transition

in the decay of Bi.
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corresponding to the 1335 keV gate and the background gate in the

neighbourhood are seen in Fig.5.

Different data collecting systems have been used in the ex-

periments. The majority of the data recorded with the

Si(Li)-Ge(Li)-system (system a.) were stored in an ND4420 computer.

A programme has been devised for use with this machine that lists

24 different ß-spectrat each comprising 1024 channels. In this

way it is generally possible to perform the complete determination

of the Q -value for a nuclide in a single run. A 4096 channel
p

analyzer was used with detector system fa. This instrument has *. band-

selection system thai: permits the simultaneous measurement of ß-

spectra corresponding to eight different y-gates.

The gates used in the coincidence experiments were carefully

chosen on the basis of knowledge of the decay schemes• and preference

was given to gates that yielded a single-component ß-spectrum.

IV.2 Calibration of the ß-detector

Total ß-decay energies for the most neutron-deficient and

neutron-rich nuclides are often of the order of many MeV. Even a

ß-branch to an excited state in the daughter may have an energy of the

order of several MeV. This leads to problems with the energy calibra-

tion of the main ß-detector. For the systems a, b, and c, which

employ the same main ß-detector. the following calibration procedure

was applied.

The linearity of the ß-detector was investigated using con-

version electrons from Bi and from the daughters of Th (Lun-76).

These cover the energy interval from 0.5 to 2.6 MeV. within this in-

terval the main Si(Li)-detector was linear. The electronic system

was controlled with a pulse generator. A line was defined by pul-

ses in the range 0.48 to 1.68 MeV. The maximum deviation from

the extrapolation of this line in the range 1.68 to 10 MeV was 4 keV.

This nonlinearity of the electronic system introduces a negliable

energy error.

During the experiments only Bi was employed as a cali-

bration source t and a linear fit to its three conversion electron

Lines was used as the calibrating line for the analysis.

Test measurements described in Section IV.7 show that known

cases can be reproduced very well. This supports the assumption that
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the main Si(Li)-detector is linear for the energies of interest

in the present work.

XV.3 Data Analyses

The pulse distributions coincident with different 7-gates

were analyzed by means of a computer program in order to determine

the end-points of the energy spectra in a Fermi-Kurie plot. The

pulse distribution was first converted into an electronic distri-

butiont after which the FK parameter (N/pWF)"*" was calculated

where N is the transformed electron intensityi p and W are the re-

lativistic electron momentum and energy» respectively, and F is the

Fermi function (NBS-52). A weighted least squares fit to these

points gave the vaLue of E™ax and. by adding the level energy» the

total ß-decay energy was deduced. Performance of the transformation

entails knowledge of the response and efficiency of the ß-detector.

The response function was determined using the Bi conver-

sion electron spectrum. The electrons in coincidence with the vline

569.67 kev were recorded both with and without an Al-absorber (see

Fig. 3). The spectrum recorded with the absorber gives the Cotnpton

effect and the background in the detector. The resulting response

function for the K and LM conversion lines of the 1063-64 keV tran-

sition is shown in Fig. 6. There is a slight intensity reduction

in the low energy part of the constant tail. It could be established»

howeverf that this was an effect of the coincidence requirement by

changing the lower experimental Limit. For purposes of the analysis

a Gaussian full energy peak (FUHM = 12 keV) with a constant tail down

to zero energy was used as a response function. The ratio of peak

area to total area of the two lines around 1 MeV (Fig. 6) is

0.30 ± 0.01 using the assumption made above. By measuring a spectrum

with and without the absorber, ratio values of roughly 0.30 were also

obtained for the energies 0.48 and 1.68 MeV. although the accuracy

was low. Berger et al. (Ber-69) have made an extensive study of the

response function for various types of Si(Li)-detectors. They con-

cluded that the ratio of peak area to total area was almost constant

for energies from 1 to 5 MeV. The tail down to zero energy was

found to be constant even for 5 MeV electrons. The results of their

investigations provide support for the type of response function used

in the present study.
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While the efficiency function of the ß-detector system de-

pends mainly on the anti-coincidence condition it is also influenced

to a certain extent by the response function used. In the energy

range 0.48 to 1.68 MeV the efficiency can be checked using the con-

version electron spectrum of 2 0 7Bi. The ratio of the peak intensi-

ties for the lines 1681 and 481 keV recorded with our system was

0.012 + 0.0011 in agreement with 0.012 from ref (Sch-71). In this

energy range the efficiency remained constant.

The odd mass indium isotopes provide excellent possibilities

for determining the efficiency above 1.68 MeV. In this instance

several coincident ß-spectra comprising only one component can be

observed. The end points of these branches lie between 3.2 and

5.4 MeV. The experimental ß-spectra were transformed with the re-

sponse function described above together with a constant efficiency

to yield a first order approximation for Eg9x. Using this value

a theoretical ß-spectrum was then calculated. The ratio between

the transformed and calculated electron distributions was used as

a measure of the efficiency. This procedure was then repeated

until no further changes occurred. The uncertainty for the cal-

culated spectrum arises from the uncertainty of the end-point. The

following one-component ß-spectra with an allowed shape were used:

3.25 ± 0.03 MeV (mean value of the value from Paper IV and ref Aub-72),

4.13 ± 0.08 MeV. 4.86 + 0.08 MeV. and 5.48 + 0.12 MeV. These are

observed in the decay of 123«125.127.and 129Ifif respectively- The

first forbidden ß-spectrum found in the isomeric decay of 1 2 5In was

also included in the procedure as such spectra normally have allowed

shape. The different efficiency functions were then normalized to

that given by 1 3In (see Fig 7). A fifth degree polynomial was

fitted to the points as shown by the solid line in Fig 7.

The transformation from pulse distribution to electron distri-

bution was performed with a channel width chosen to be at least 35 - 40

keV. The Gaussian peak is then located in a single channel« which

simplifies the error analysis of the transformation (Section IV.4).

The energy range under consideration is divided into a finite number

of channels, and the energy corresponding to the midpoint of channel

j is denoted as j. If A(i) is the measured pulse spectrum recorded

with the Si(Li)-detector system and C(j) the corresponding true

electron spectrum, where i and j denote different energy channels, the

relation between them is given by the system of equations
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Fig 7 The efficiency function of the Si(Li) system. The experimentally

determined points are represented by O < Bi>» • ( In).A( In)r

V( 1 2 7In>#O( 1 2 9In>» and D (125mIn>. The uncertainties

of the experimental points around 1.5 HeV are between 0.05 and

0.07» while an uncertainty between 0.10 and 0.15 is valid for

the high energy parts. The solid line represents a fifth degree

polynomial fitted to the points.
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In thissystem R is the response matrix» i.e. the probability that an

electron with an energy corresponding to that of the j:th channel will

give a pulse in the i:th channel. If R(itj) is known C(j) can be ob-

tained by matrix inversion. This treatment is sometimes difficult» how-

ever» since the rank of the matrix is large (often more than 100).

Furthermore! negative and therefore nonphysical solutions of CCj) are

possible results. An alternative way of obtaining C(j) is to employ

an iterative method as described in ref (Lun-76).

It has proved difficult to handle the error analysis in a

proper way with the iterative method, and an approximative conversion

has therefore been developed. The width of the energy channels are

chosen to be at least three times the full width at half maximum of

the full-energy peak, or 35 - 40 keV. This means that the Gaussian peak

is located approximately in a single channel» and the following

approximation to the response function can be made

for
(IV.2)

The continuous line in Fig.6 shows that this approximation is very

close. The response function is then normalized to the total pro-

bability of detecting an electron of energy ji e..

J

£ Rii = Ei = k1 ]"1} k2 (IV.3)

The experimentally determined peak-to-total ratio was found to be in-

dependent of electron energy which gives
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Peak/Total = K =

j) = Kp£j

k2(j) =
(IV.4)

The approximation now gives a relationship between the measured pulse

spectrum A(i) and the true electron energy spectrum C(j) described

by the following system of equations

R22

0
"33

The general expression for C. is

3n

Rnn/ J
(IV.5)

CIV.6)

The experimental determination of e. is related to the value of K .
2 2

The variance a (K ) can therefore be included in a < O » and K is
accordingly treated as a constant in the following.

The conversion can now be made by a deconvolution procedure

starting with Cn- The value of C(j) obtained in this way is then used

as the first approximation in the iterative method (Lun-76). The

difference between the value of E„ax as determined from the unfolded
p

spectrum and that obtained with the iterative method is only a few keV.

The advantage of the deconvolution method is that it requires

only a small computer capacity and it is therefore particularly useful

for use with minicomputers.
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IV.4 Error Analysis

Deconvolution is used in the analysis of the errors associated

with the conversion to a true electron spectrum. Differentiation of

Eq. IV.8 gives n

A(e.C.) =
1-K A ( Ej Ci )

Cj - 1)
(IV.7)

+ C^Aie.)

which yields the variances

, a2(A.) 1-K 2 \
+ ( P_ j >

(i-1)

ff2<ci} =

starting with the channel n.

C?

(IV.8)

The error at each point used in the Fermi-Kurie plot is calculated

in the following way. Differentiation of

J/2 (iv.?;FK(i) = ( C ( i ) / p ( i ) W(i) FCi) )

and neglecting the systematic errors of p(i)# U( i ) i and F(i)> yields

a(FK(i)) = 1/2 F K ( i ) aC(i) (IV.10)

These errors are used to weight each point in the least squares fit

to a straight line within the chosen range of fit. The uncertainty

associated with each of the coefficients for the line is determined.

and the error for E^ a x is calculated. The variance of the caLi bra-ts
tion uncertainty is then added to the variance of E™ax.

p

When more than one determination of the Q -value of a

nuclide is made, the mean value is calculated and the uncertainty is
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accordingly given as

a = (B 2 + a (E

«here
Ó = (2 a. *) 1 / 2

(IV.11)

(IV.12)

= the largest calibration uncertainty for the deter-
minations.

The expression (IV.12) was chosen because in all cases it gave

values larger than the error deduced from the external-consistency of

the points.

The FK plots of the ß-spectra corresponding to the y-gates at

1337 and 187 keVf discussed in Section IV.1i are shown in Fig 8. The

coincident pulse distributions were converted to electron distributionsr

and the FK points were determined as described in Section IV.3. Finally,

the errors were calculated using the treatment outlined in this Section.

1 2 S 9 m
1335 kaV gate

4.13? 0108

I

L
1 2 3 4 5 E(MeV)

Fig 8 Fermi-Kurie plots of the ß-spectra corresponding to the

1335 and 188 keV gatesi which depopulate the levels at

1363 and 215 keV in 125Sn. These levels are fed by 0-

particles from the ground-state and the isomeric state

of Inr respectively.
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IV.5 Test Measurements

The gross ß-spectrum (i.e. a spectrum measured without the coinci-

dence requirement) of 30 s Rh has been recorded several times and the

FK analyses have in each case provided a value of E m a x within 40 keV

of the reported value of 3.54+0.01 MeV (Wap-71).

A determination of the Qo-value for the 30 s
 10 Rh performed

p

under realistic experimental conditions using system a is described

below.

A source giving a count rate of 4000 cps as registered in the main

ß-detector was used for the determination. As 80% of the B-particLes

in the decay of 1 0 6Rh feed the ground-state of Pdf this case is

less favourable than most of those reported in Papers I-IV and Appendix.The

y-lines corresponding to energies of 512 and 622 keV which depopulate

the levels at 512 and 1134 keV. respectively, were chosen as gates in

the coincidence experiment. Since the normal experimental time is

12 hours and about 1 hour is needed for setting up the experiment! the co-

incidence test experiment was allowed to run for 11 hours. A gross

ß-spectrum with about the same number of total counts as the coincident

ß-spectra was also recorded. The resulting ß-spectra are shown in

Fig 9tand the ß-end-points obtained are also given. Obviously, the

test measurement could have been continued for a longer period. The

errors in the end-point determinations would then have been smal ler•

as a result of improved statistics« but the results would then have

been less interesting than those obtained for realistic experimental

conditions. The results are collected in TABLE III. This determi-

Rh gave

Qß= 3.55 ± 0.07 MeV

in agreement with the literature value quoted above.

The next test measurement was performed with a mass-separated
87

sample of 76.4 min Kr. The experiment was made simultaneously with

the measurements for 7Br (see Appendix) which means that the con-

ditions were far from optimal for Kr. In the decay of 87Kr 40.3 %

of the ß-particles feed a level at 403 keV in 87Rb. A partial decay
87

scheme for Kr and the FK plot of the ß-spectrum corresponding to

the gate 403 keV are shown in Fig 10. The resulting value

Qo= 3.87 ± 0.09 MeV
p

can be compared to the published value of 3.892 ± 0.009 MeV (Wap-71).

nation of Q.-value of the 30 s isomer of
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2.41 ±0.10

3.05+0.12

3.56 ±0.16

• gross ß

A 512 keV gate

• 622 keV gate A
A

A
A *

- I •I*
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5E[MeV]

Fig 9 Gross ß-spectrum and spectra in coincidence with the y-

gates 512 and 622 keV, which depopulate the levels at 512
106

and 1134 keV in l u oPd. These states are fed in the decay
4 r\i

o f 1 0 6 Rh.

_ 403 keV gate

E(MeV)

Fig 10 Fermi-Kurie plot of the ß-spectrum in coincidence with the

7-ray of energy 403 keV. a ground-state transit ion in 87Rb.
I L

i.-*
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Finally, some test measurements for the different detector

systems used in Papers I - V and Appendix are compiled in TABLE IV.

TABLE III

106
Q -values determined for 30 s Rh
p

Gate
energy
(keV)

-

512

622

Level

(keV)

-

512

1134

Range

2.

2,

1,

of

(MeV)

.96 •

.51 -

.66 -

• 3

- 2

- 2

fit

.46

.96

.40

3

3

2

Emax

(MeV)

.56±0.

.05+0.

.41 ± 0.

16

12

10

Q

3.

3.

3.

if value

(MeV)

56 + 0.

56 ± 0.

54 ± 0.

16

1?

10

Mean value

(Literature value

3.55 ± 0.07

3.54 ± 0.01)

TABLE IV

Summary of Qg-measurements used for calibration and test purposes

Nuclide

106Rh

87Kr

106Rh

106Rh

106Rh

79Rb

66Ga

a) ref Wap-71

System

a

a

b

c

d

d

e

Q„-valuet exp

(MeV)

3.55 ± 0.07

3.87 + 0.09

3.56 ± 0.09

3.53 ± 0.07

3.72 ± 0.33

3.77 ± 0.29

5.12 ± 0.08

Qg-value. literature a.

(MeV)

3.54 ±

3.892+

3.54 ±

3.54 ±

3.54 +

3.520+

5.175±

0.01

0.009

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.045

0.003
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V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A total of 52 nuclides has been investigated in the work

which forms the basis for this thesis. The positions of these

nuclides on the Nuclear Chart are shown in Fig 11. Many of these

nuclides have two isomeri c states, and in a few cases it has been

possible to determine the relative order of the isomers (cp VI.3).

The. Q„-values that have been determined and the atomic mass excesses

which are deduced are compiled in TABLE V. Details of the 67 diffe-

rent determinations are given in Papers I - v and in Appendix.

The quantity measured in all the above experiments was E™a

for ß-spectra which were usually recorded in the coincidence mode but

also without requirements as "gross ß-spectra". This means that

it became necessary to deduce the total ß-decay energies on the basis

of existing knowledge of the level structure of the daughter nuclide.

In those instances where such information is lacking, it is only

possible to give a lower limit. The Q -determination of Rb and
78

Rb reported in Paper V were based on incomplete knowledge of the

level structure of the daughter nuclei. This led to values which

are too low CAur-76b). This demonstrates the importance of well

established level schemes for reliable determination. The the majo-

rity of the determinations have been based on such schemes.

In addition to the Q -values listed in Paper V# y-tran-

sitions in the decay of most of the nuclides studied are reported.

These y-energies should be regarded as by-products of the (Jo-
ts

measurements.

Fig 11 Partial nuclidic chart giving as vertically hatched squares

the nuclides studied in the articles I - V and AppendiXf while

nuclides used as test cases are indicated by horisontally hatched

squares. The filled squares correspond to stable nuclei.

L
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TABLE V

Summary of the experimental Q.- values and deduced atomic mass excesses reported in papers I - V and Appendix

L

Nuclide

7 5Zn

" i n

7 8*n

7 4Ga

7 7Ga

7 8Ga

"Ga

7»Ge

"Ge
8 0Ge

8 0As

8 1As

»As
3 Ser

«Br

8 7Br

7 ASi

7 7Rb

7 8Rb

8 0Rb

1 2 0In

1 2 0In

1 2 1 in

1 2 2In

1 2 2In

1 2 3ln

1 2 3ln

1 2 4In

1 2 4In

1 2 5ln

1 2 5In

1 2 6In

1 2 6In

1 2 7In

1 2 7In

1 2 8In

1 2 8In

1 2 9In

1 2'ln

Half-Life

10.1 s

S.7 s

1.4 s

1.6 s

27.6 s

13.2 s

5.09 s

2.9 s

40 s

1&.5 s

29.5 s

15.2 s

34 s

13.3 s

2.87 min

5S.7 s

55.5 s

37 s

3.8 min

17 min

34 s

3.08 s

50.08 s

23.1 s

1.5 s

9.2 s

5.98 s

47.8 s

3.2 s

2.4 s

2.33 s

12.2 s

2.1 5

1.53 s

1.3 s

3.7 s

6.5 s

0.95 s

0.9 s

1.2 s

Paper

II

II

II

II

II

II

I!

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

Appen

Appen

Appen

V

V

V

V

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

Qg- value

(HeV)

25.62 i

3.98 r

6.91 i

6.01 i

6.77 t

5.34 t

8.14 -.

6.77 !

4.09 *

2.64 •

5.37 t

3.76 i

5.46 i

0.20

0.12

0.22

0.18

0.15

0.06

0.16

0.08

0.18
0.07

0.07

0.12

0.08

0.22

2.870í0.019

7.61 r

6.84 i

6.« •

5.18 !

5.45 •

5.49 •

5.43 '

5.30 •

3.41 •

6.3 t

6.25 i

4.44 •

4.69 t

7.18 !

7-37 »

5.48 -•

5.66 •

8-17 >

8.06 •

6.49 '

6.65 >

9.31 -•

9.39 '

7.60 '

7.8 ±

0.06

0.12

Ů.12

0.39

0.37

0.35

0.29

0.20

0.05

0.5

0.19

0.06

0.21

0.05

0.21

0.08

0.12

0.08

0.17

0.07

0.18

0.16

0.22

0.12

0.6

literatuře
(HeV)

4.3 i

6.0 •

3.8 *

2.80*

7.Č i

4.95>

5.6 •

5.3 •

3.38^

6.5 •

6.6 í

4.38í

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.10

0.5

0.15

0.6

0.2

0.04

0.2

0.2

0.05

Ref Mass excess

(HeV)

>-o2.94 i 0.28

-62.46 i 0.19

-58.96 ± 0.23

Kar-70

Mea-59

Hor-60

Wap-71

Ui1-66

Lip-74

Kan-64

Kan-64

Wap-71

Tak-71

Tak-71

Aub-72

-57.63 i 0.25

-66.44 i 0.15

-65.87 t 0.06

-63.64 i 0.16

-62.86 I •;«

-•«: '.£
-69.75 ; 0.15

-72.39 i 0.13

-72.63 ' 0.08

-69.98 i 0.22

-78.60 i 0.02

-75.65 ± 0.06

-73.87 t 0.12

-62.36 i 0.64

-65.06 > 0.39

-68.70 • 0.37

-72.41 • 0.35

-85.67 i 0.29

-85.80 _• 0.20

-85.79 • 0.05

-83.6 - 0.5

-83.69 ± 0.19

-83.38 ± 0.06

-83.13 > 0.21

-81.06 + 0.05

-79.87 •. 0.21

-80.42 ± 0.08

-80.24 ± 0.12

-77.85 í 0.08

-77.96 3 0.17

-77.02 i 0.07

-76.84 t 0.18

-74.00 i 0.17

-73.92 í 0.23

-73.03 ± 0.17

-72.8 i 0.6

Mass excess
in 1975 mass
evaluation a.
(HeV)

-69,

-71.

-72.

-78.

-75.

-60.

-64.

,42 *

,76 i

.59 í

.67 i

.96 •

565'

915'

-67.060!

-72,

-85,

-85

-83

-83,

-

.190»

.78 *

.835!

.44 i

.44 i

0.

0.

0.

Comment

•-Equality sign is
valid if the measu-
red B-group feeds
the ground state

,21

20

.20

0.10

0.

0.

0.

0.

0,

0,

0.

0

0.

.40

025d>

025d>

060d>

.023

.20

.026

.20

.04

low spin isomer

high spin isomer

ground state

low spin isomer

high spin isomer

fjround state

isomeric state

low spin isomer

high spin isomer

ground state

isomeric sta, a

low spin i sumer

high spin isomer

ground state

isomeric state

tow spin isomer

high spin isomer

ground state

isomeric state

"šk-
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Nuclide

1 2 7Sn

1 2 7Sn
1 2 8Sn
1 2 VSn
1 3 0S„
1 3 0Sn

l 3 1Sn
1 3 2Sn
1 2 8Sb
1 3 0Sb

1 3 1Sb

1 3 2Sb
1 3 4Sb
13Se
1 3 5Te
1 2 1CS

1 Z 2CS

1 2 3Cs

2 2 4Fr

2 2 5Fr

2 2 6Fr

2 2 7Fr

2 2 9Ra

Ac

Half-life

4.13

2.2

59

2.23

3.8

1.7

55.4

40

10.0

6.5

23

2.8

10.7

41.8

19.2

2.1

21

5.6

31

1.6

2.7

3.9

43

2.4

4

1.1

min

h

min

min

min

min

s

s

min

min

min

min

s

min

s

min

s

min

s

min

min

min

s

min

min

h

Paper

UI

III

III

III

III

III

III

I

III

III

III

I

III

III

III

V

v

v
v

v

v

v

v
v
v
v

Q„- value
B

(MeV)

3.206»

3.201'

1.29 >

4.00 •

2.19 ±

4.00 i

4.59 s

3.08 i

4.39 •

5.02 i

3.18 >

5.53 •

8.24 •

1.56 •

5.95 •

2:5.64 •

7.15 -

4.10 •

5.92 ,

4.69 i

22.62 •

>1.64 •

3.7? •

S2.39 •

S1.76 •

21.2

0.024

0.024

0.04

0.12

0.03

0.31

0.20

0.04

0.04

0.08

0.09

0.07

0.21

0.09

0.24

0.37

0.70

0.31

0.46

0.14

0.05

0.01

0.33

0.10

0.04

0,.,-value.
literatuře

(MeV)

3

1

S

S

5

8

3.

2

30.

0

9

.6

4

5 •

0.

0.

0.

0.

0

0.

0.5

1

10

2

3ei

2

3

Ret

Apt-74

Wap-71

Ker-72a

Ker-72b

Ker-74

Ker-72c

Aur-66

Mass excess
(MeV)

-83.498i 0

-83.503' 0

25

025

-83.31 i 0.06

-80.63 ' 0

-80.14 * 0

78.33 . 0

-77.43 . 0

-76.59 ' 0

-84.60 .' 0

-82.33 ' 0

12

09

32k

22

08

04

08

-82.02 • 0.09

-79.67 * 0

-74.17 i 0

-82.41 . 0

-77.85 • 0

07

26

11

24

-81.19 • 0.33

-81.53 ' 0.48

-•4.1« i 0.14

221.45 • 0.05

Ž23.65 • 0.01

27.45 • 0.33

229.57 • 0.10

232.6

232.6

Mass excess
in 1975 mass
evaluation

(MeV)

-83.39

-80.38

-76.38

-79.60

•)

:)

t 0.

i 0.

± 0.

i 0

a )

18

13

23

20

Comment

isomeri c state

ground state

ground state

7" isomeric
state

doubly closed

,5-.

«e-

*-*

The limit is gi-
ven as the sum
of the end-
point energy,
with its asso-
ciated uncer-
tainty, and the
energy of a ga-
ting transition
or the ground
state.

5 Literature values from Map-76. Mass excesses that are deduced on experimental data presented in this table

or on oreliminarv values reoorted at different conferences are not included

) Based on the mass excess of 6.5 min 1 3 0Sb

) The mass excess is not possible to deduce

d ) Ref Thi-76
e ) Deduced for the 40 min isomer

L
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VI. DISCUSSION

The discussion of the experimental values presented in TABLE V

is divided into the following three subsections i) Qß-values. ii> ato-

mic masses t and iii) isomeric states.

VI.1. Total ß-Decay Energies

In determinations of loĝ f. valuesi ß-strength functions» and

theoretical representations of delayed particle emissioni the vaLue of

the total ß-decay energy is of great importance. The values that have

been used in these representations diverge slightly from those deter-

mined in this thesis. In a few instancesi however, large discrepancies

have been found, and the new Qo-values change the results considerably.

p

In the decay of 3.8 min Sn with the ground state spin 0+>

the Qg-value 3.18 HeV was used to calculate Log^ (Ker-74). This

value is about 1 MeV too high and recalculation with the new valuei
2.20+0.03 MeVf give values of 4.1 and 5.3 for decay to the le-

S

L

vels 1042 (1+) and 697 keV in Sb» respectively. These new values

can be compared with the value 4.0 for the decay of the 0 ground

state of 1 3 2Sn to the 1+-level at 1324 keV in 1 3 2Sb <Ker-72a).

Experimental ß-strength functions have been determined for

the majority of the nuclides treated in the Articles I-IV and Appen-

dix. The new Q -values will neither change the general trend of the

strength functions, nor the conclusions made in refs (Ale-75t Joh-73).

It may be of interestt howeveri to consider some individual corrections
86

and as an example that made for Br will be discussed. Thus it

will be observed that the new value of 7.61 ± 0.06 MeV is 0.39 MeV

below that used in ref CAle-75). This value will make the strength-
86

function steeper for high excitation energies in Kr. The previous

strength function has been compared (Kod-75) with that calculated

from the gross theory of ß-decay (Tak-69). The good agreement

between theory and experiment found by the authors is reduced when the

new Qß-value is introduced into the calculations.

For many nuclides the Q -value is needed in different kinds
p

of calculation as. for examplei in theoretical representations of

delayed particle emission (Jon-76. Rud-76). In such cases it is

frequently necessary to rely on predictions based on mass formulae.
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The Q -values obtained from the mass formulae in TABLE I have been
p

compared with the experimental values obtained in different mass
regions. The individual deviations are presented in Papers I-V
and Appendix« while the average deviations are collected in TABLE VI.

TABLE VI

The experimental uncertainties and the mean deviation between experimental

and predicted «.-values in different nuclidic regions.

NucLidic
region

Paper !XP <' Qß.exp' Qß.pred (HeV)

(MeV)Mye-76 Gro-76 See-76 Lir-76 Com-76 Gar-69

Neutron-rich iso-
topes of ZntGa.Get
and As II

Neutron-rich iso-
topes of Br Appen

Neutron-rich
isotopes of In IV

Neutron-rich iso-
topes of Sn«Sb>
and Te III

0.14 0.79 0.68 0.43 0.21 0.37 0.33

0.07 0.48 0.48 0.29 0.06 0.11 0.11

0.12 0.57 0.67 0.36 0.20 0.24 0.16

0.10 0.18 0.41 0.28 0.30 0.20 0.23

In general« the best predictions of Q -values are obtained using
p

the mass formula devised by Li ran and Zeldes. The predictions of Comay-

Kelson and Garvey et al. are rather close so that it is hard to favour

one particular formula of the three. The droplet model predictions are

less accurate than the others, but it should be remembered that they

employ fewer coefficients. (See TABLE I).

VI.2 Atomic Hasses

Of all the masses reported in Papers I - V and Appendix,that

of the doubly closed shell ÍDCS) nuclide 1|oSn82 ( P aP e r x) 1s the

most interesting. The reason for this is that in various self-con-

sistent calculations parameters have been fixed by taking into account

the nuclear properties of DCS nuclei. Those employed for this pur-
pose are 1 6 0 . 40Ca. 48Ca 5 6Ni. and Z08Pb (see Fig 1 Paper I) (Bei-75a.
Bei-76» Köh-76a) and the only available DCS nuclide not included

in this fitting procedure is 132Sn. Its mass has been calculated
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using the Skyrme effective interaction <Koh-76bt Que-76> and the

energy-density method (Bei-76). A comparison between these pre-

dictions and the experimental mass excess is given in TABLE VII.

The predictions of various mass formulae are also included in the

table.

TABLE VII

L

132„Differences (AM > between the experimental mass excess of Sn

(-76.59 + 0.08 MeV) and calculated values

sma)

2.89

SKab)

2.41

SKbb)

3.78

AHO (MeV)

Bei-76 Mey-76 Gro-76

-0.2 -0.31 -1.88

See-76

-1.6

Lir-76

-1.13

Com-76

-1.10

Gar-69

-0.90

a) ref Que-76. b) ref Köh-76b

Of the different self-consistent calculations the energy-

density method of Beiner et al. affords a close approach to the experi-

mental valuet while the Hartree-Fock calculations using the Skyrme

effective interaction seem to fail. Still larger deviations are

found (Que-76) when use is made of the Skyrme parameter sets SII »

SIV. SV, and SVI (Bei-75a).

All the other mass-formulae in TABLE VII predict that the

Sn is weaker than the experimental value,

contrary to the predictions for the stable DCS nuclei Ca» Ca» and

binding of the DCS nuclide

con
208Pb. This can be taken as a hint that neutron-rich nuclei with

shell closures far from the region of ß-stability are more strongly

bound than anticipated. This observation is of interest when the nuclear

properties of super-heavy nuclei are calculated.

In order to study in what way the atomic mass data given in

TABLE V are significant to the nuclear structure, the separation

energies of neutron pairs. S2n» were plotted, as shown in Fig 12.

The elements studied and a few others in their vicinity are included.

The region A=75 to 87 is covered in Fig 12a, while the region A=120-

135 is shown in Fig 12b. Since the majority of the masses reported

in the region A=222 to 229 are only given as lower limits the sepa-

ration energies of neutron pairs in this region are not displayed.
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Fig 12 Separation energies of eutron pairs• S 2 , plotted versus

the neutron number N for constant proton numbers Z. The

values represented with triangles are deduced from masses

reported in Papers I - IV and Appendix, while the values

given as circles and squares are deduced from masses in

refs. Wap-76 and Lun-75; respectively. If no error bar is

given for a point the error is less than 150 keV.
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The S 2 -values are obtained by comparing the masses of two

atoms of the same element, whose nuclei differ by two neutrons:

S, (Z.N) = - ( M(Z.N) - MCZ.N-2) - 2Mn) C .in n (VI.1)

where M is the neutron mass. Using this formula the S, -values

are calculated and plotted as functions of N while Z is kept constant

(see Fig 12). This procedure yields the change in the binding energy

of a neutron pair as successive neutrons are added to a given nucleus.

Large discontinuities are evident at the familiar shell closures

N = 50 and N = 82. but other irregularities do not seem to be related

with any particular N-number. The mass for Zn is only given as a

lower limiti in point of fact the rather large Sg^value for

this nuclide (N=45) indicates that it could have a larger mass.

When pair separation energies for nuclei differing

by two neutrons and one proton are compared» constant values are

obtained. Two examples are provided by the dotted lines in Fig 12.

If all nuclei differing by two neutrons and one proton are connected

the S_ -value for each line is almost constant in the absence of

shell structuring. A plot of this type corresponds to a path of

2Z - N = constant t which often lies parallel to the bottom of the

mass valley. The simplest form of the Wei zacher semi-empirical

mass formula predicts a constant decrease in So for the successive

addition of two neutrons and a proton to a given nucleus.

A collection of the mass formulae currently available was

recently presented (NDT-76). Masses calculated with the aid of some

of these formulae (Mye-76. Gro-76. See-75. Lir-76» Com-76) are com-

pared with those given in Papers I - V and in Appendix.

The mean deviations found in the different mass regions are listed

in TABLE VIII, while the individual differences are given in the

articles. In general, the predictions of Lir-76t Com-76» and Gar-69

are good, while the droplet models yield less accurate predictions.

On the other hand, the latter are the most realistic formulae for

use in the r-process region and in calculations of super-heavy

elements. They are therefore deserving of some extra attention.

In 1966 Myers and Swiatecki presented their liquid-drop-

model (LQDM) with shell corrections. They also derived a structure

for light nuclei with 4tAi58» which could be associated with the
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Wigner term (cf Section II.4). This term was noti however included

in the mass formula. They then developed the droplet model by re-

moving the constraints on the radii of the neutron and proton density

distributions that exist in LQDM and by including higher-order terms

in A~ 1 / 3 and I2 (I=<N-Z)/A). It is this model, which can be re-

garded as an improvement of LQDM. that forms the basis of the formulae

derived by Myers» Groote et al., and Seeger-Howard. Comparison

between the different formulae and the experimental masses in TABLE V

are made in Figs 13 and 14. In order to expand the energy scale» the

masses are plotted in terms of the excess over the mass of a smooth

liquid-drop (Mye-66). described by the usual volume» surface»quadra-

tic symmetry and Coulomb terms and also by an odd-even term. The

Wigner term is not included.

All three droplet model formulae have included the Wigner

term and» as seen in Fig 13» they give a better representation of

the proton-rich mass surface in the region studied than the LQDM.

Myers' formula seems, however» to predict more strongly bound masses

than are found experimentally.

It is reasonable to require that a mass formula used in the re-

process calculations should be capable of reproducing the neutron-

rich masses given in TABLE V. The reasons for this are that the

region A = 7 5 - 8 7 is in the vicinity of the r-process seed (Sch-76)

while the nuclei studied occupy intermediate positions in the r-

process production of neutron-rich nuclei which are to be found in

the abundance humps around A = 80 and 130 (See-71).

From TABLE VIII and Fig 13 it can be concluded that the

mass formula of Seeger-Howard gives the best predictions for neutron-

rich nuclei in the region A = 75 - 87. The formu La of Myers fails

completely, while that of Groote-Hilf-Takahashi is rather inaccurate

in this region. It is notably difficult» however» to draw con-

clusions about the region A = 120 - 135. For nuclei with close to

82 neutrons (see Fig 14) the formula of My.ers is very good, and it

yields the best predictions for nuclei with Z > 50 (tin. antimony,

and tellurium isotopes) (cf TABLE VIII). On the other hand, its

predictions for indium isotopes are in error by 1.4 MeV. on an

average. The Seeger-Hcward formula has a mean deviation of 1.0 MeV

for the tin. antimony» and tellurium isotopes» while the deviation

is only 0.3 MeV for the indium isotopes. The corresponding de-

viations for Groote et al. are 0.8 and 1.0 MeV. respectively. If

the same mass formulae are to be used in both of the regions under J
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Fig. 13 Comparison between the different droplet mass formulae Mye-76 ( I I ) , Gro-76 CUD»
See 75 (IV) and the experimental masses. The masses are plotted in terms of the
excess over the mass of a smoth liquid drop (Mye-66 ( I ) ) . Values from TABLE V are
given as triangles» while circles and squares are taken from Wap-76 and Aur-76b.
respectively.
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consideration! that of Seeger-Howard is to be preferred.

In conclusion it is clear that the mass formulae which con-
tain many coefficients (Lir-76. Com-76f Gar-69) give the best predic-
tions close to known masses i but that they cannot or should not be
used for extrapolations. Of the droplet model mass formulae, that
can be used for extrapolations! the one of Seeger-Howard appears
to be the best in the regions studied. There is room, howevert for
still further improvements,

TABLE VIII

The experimental uncertainties and the mean deviation between experi-
mental and predicted atomic masses in different nuclidic regions

Nuclidic region Paper
Exp

Exp mass excess - Přeď mass excess (MeV)
X>

Mye-76 Gro-76 See-76 Lir-76 Com-76 Gar-69 •
(HeV) Í

Neutron-rich isotopes
of Zn.Ga.Ge. and As II 0-17 2.06 0.70
Neutron-rich isotopes
of Br App 0.07 1.04 1.21
Neutron-rich isotopes
of In IV 0.12 1.39 1.00
Neutron-rich isotopes If
of Sn.Sbt and Te III 0.11 0.32 0.87

0.4 0.34 0.45 0.35

0.3 0.14 0.37 0.17

0.3 0.12 0.22 0.15

1.0 0.44 0.61 0.40

VI.3 Isomeric States

A total of 21 nuclides with long-lived (T-.- - 0.8 s) isomeric
states has been investigated. The relative order and energy diffe-
rence are known for a few of these. For most of the remaining nucli-
des Qg-values have been determined for both isomers. The results
are given in TABLE V.

A very interesting isomeric state is found in
two isomers belong to the isobaric chains

130Sn whose

1 3 OSn<3.8 min)-» 1 3 OSb(6.6 min)
130

130.
Sn(1.7 min)- 130Sb(40 min).

Te (stable)
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The 1.7 min activity is assumed to be a metastable state which lies

about 1.8 MeV above the ground state (Ker-74>. This assumption is

based on the known level systematics for the even isotopes of tin

(see Fig 7 in Paper IV). Thus the energy of the 7~ level decreases

with increasing mass number while for the 4 + level the energy is about
130

constant. Extrapolation of the systematics for Sn places the

7** level below the 4* level at which point y-deexcitation of the

7~ level strictly becomes forbidden. Determinations of CL-values

for the two 130Sn isomers are reported in Paper Hit the difference

between the two Q -values being 1.8 ± 0.3 MeV. The energy diffe-

rence between the two isomers of Sb is not known. It is not

expectedt however« that this energy difference can appreciably

alter the value 1.8 ± 0.3 MeV. This demonstrates the correctness

of the conclusions based on extrapolation of the level systematics.

All the indium isotopes studied in Paper IV have isomers.

For the odd-mass isotopes an energy difference between the ground state

and the isomeric state of about 0.3 MeV was found in agreement

with expectations« but the differences were not statistically

significant. Although it was not possible to state the relative

order of the even-mass isotopes, the Q -values of the two isomers were
p

generally very close to each other.

VII. FUTURE WORK

Investigation of the atomic mass surface at the OSIRIS

facility will be continued with determinations of the total ß-decay

energies of neutron-rich silver« cadmium and iodine isotopes.

Attempts will also be made to perform Q -determinations for the
p

heaviest isotopes of zinc« gallium« germanium« bromine« indium« tin«

antimony and tellurium found at this facility. At the very least«

these investigations when taken together should yield an additional

twenty Q^-values and masses. If completely successful« the number

of new determinations could be as high as forty.

A new ion source-target arrangement for OSIRIS is under

construction (Ugg-76). This source is expected to increase the

number of elements available for study,and new Q -determinations

can then be performed.

-•€•>'
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X. APPENDIX

85—87
X.1 Total ß-Decay Energies and Masses of Br

Neutron-rich bromine isotopes ranging from A = 8 5 to 92

have been detected at the OSIRIS facility (Gra-74. Rud-76a). The

determination of Qg-values for these isotopes is in progress

(K rtleklett. E Lund,and G Rudstam). Some of these determinations

are reported in this Appendix.

86 87
In the QQ-determinations for Br and Br the &-y coincidence

p
system a (see Section I I I . 3 ) was used, while only a gross ß-spectrum

85was recorded for Br.

?
85BThe decay of 85Br has been studied by Nuh et al. (Nuh-75).

The isomeric state at 305 keV in 85Kr is fed by 96 % of the ß-par-

ticles. The remaining 4 % of the ß-particles serve to feed levels

distributed between 1.1 och 2.5 MeV. The gross ß-spectrum which

was recorded yielded a Fermi-Kurie (FK> plot that exhibited extreme

linearity in the range 1.5 to 2.5 MeV (see Fig a). The ß-end-point

was located at 2.565 ± 0.019 MeV and an evaluation of the Q -value
p

(cf Table A) gave

QB = 2.870 ± 0.019 MeV

p

This is in agreement with the reported value of 2.80 ± 0.10 MeV

(Wap-71)

86 86

Level structures in Kr studied in the decay of Br are

reported in refs (Mat-72t Wil-66). The level at 4316 keV is strongly

fed by ß-particles and four of the -y-transitionsi which depopulate

this level, were used as gates. Additional gates were provided by

the ground state transitions from the levels at 1564 and 5399 keV.

A gross ß-spectrum was also recorded. The results are given in

Table A. and an FK plot of the ß-spectrum corresponding to the

gate at 2751 keV is shown in Fig b. Determination of the total
86

ß-decay energy for Br gave
Q = 7.61 ± 0.06 MeV
p

in agreement with the reported value of 7.6 ± 0.5 MeV (Wil-66)
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2571 keV gate, which depopulates the level at 4316 keV in

Kr. A par t ia l decay scheme (Mat-72) is shown as an insert.
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The ß-strength function of
87,

87 Br (Ale-75) demonstrates that

levels above 4 MeV in Kr are strongly fed by (S-particles in the

decay of 87Br. The y-transitions which depopulate levels between

4 and 5 MeV (Mat-72) were therefore used to define the gates.

Feeding of the ground state to 30 % is reported in ref (Ale-75), which

means,that a gross ß-spectrum can be expected to yield the Q -value

directly. The results are listed in Table A« and an FK plot of

the ß-spectrum that corresponds to the gate at 1705 keV is shown

in Fig c. The mean value of the determination is

Qe= 6.84 ± 0.12 MeV

The Q -values obtained during the work described in this

Appendix are compiled in Table B. Predictions obtained by the

application of different mass formulae are included for comparison.

85—87

The mass excess for each of the isotopes Br is de-

duced by adding the Q„-values to the mass excess of the isotopes
85-87

Kr taken from ref (Map-76). The values thus obtained are

listed in Table C together with values provided by a number of mass

formulae included for purposes of comparison.

E(MeV)

Fig c. Fermi-Kurie plot of the ß-spectrum corresponding to the

2705 keV gatet which depopulates the level at 4711 keV in
87

Kr. A partial decay scheme (Mat~72) is shown as :n insert.
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Table A

85—87Summary of determinations of Q -values for Br

Nuclide Gate
energy

(keV)

Level

(keV)

Range
of fit
(MeV)

ET"
p

(MeV)

Qn~value
p

(MeV)

Mean Qß-
value p

(MeV)

85
Br 306 1.5 - 2.5 2.565*0.019 2.871+0.019

86,Br - 0 6.5 - 7.4 7.6 ± 0.8 7.6 ± 0.8

1217 4316 1 . 6 - 3 . 4 3.44+0,19 7.76± 0.19

1465 4316 1 . 2 - 3 - 2 3.2540.16 7.57± 0.16

1564 1564 3.3 - 5.6 5.96± 0.54 7.52+ 0.54

1966 4316 1 . 2 - 3 . 2 3.24± 0.15 7.56± 0.15

2751 4316 1 . 4 - 3 . 2 3.30± 0.09 7.62+0.09

5399 5399 0 . 9 - 2 . 0 2.21+0.27 7.61+0.27 7.61 ± 0.06

8 7
B r - 0 5.3 - 6.6 6.7 ± 0,4 6.7 ± 0.4

2705 4711 0.5 - 2.0 2.18+ 0.24 6.89± 0.24

2997 4417 0.7 - 2.1 2.30+ 0.29 6.72+ 0.29

4178 4178 0.9 - 2.6 2.65+ 0.23 6.83+ 0.23

4957 4957 0.5 - 1.7 1.92+ 0.20 6.88+ 0.20 6.84 ± 0.12
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i

Table B

Summary of experimental Qß-values obtained in the work underlying

this Appendix compared with values provided by different mass

formula predictions

Nuclide Experimental
QR-valuep (MeV)

85

86,

87

>' gi

ßtexp ßipred (MeV)

Hye-76 Gro-76 See-76 Lir-76 Com-76 Gar-69 .

Br 2.870 + 0.019 0-45 0.69 -0.23 0.02 0.07 0.16

Br 7.61 ± 0.06 -0.11 0 0.11 -0.10 0.03 0.01

Br 6.84 ± 0.12 0.87 0.75 0.54 -0-07 0.24 0.16

~ ßtpred 0.48 0.48 0.29 0.06 0.11 0.11

Table C

Summary of experimental mass excesses obtained in the work underlying
this Appendix compared with values provided by different mass
formula predictions

Nuclide Mass excess Exp mass excess - Před mass excess (MeV)
C M e V ) Mye-76 Gro-76 See-76 Lir-76 Com-76 Gar-69

85.

86,

87

Br -78.60 + 0.02 1.45

Br -75.65 + 0.06 0.78

Br -73.85 ± 0.12 0.91

lMexp - V e d 1.04

1.57

0.94

1.13

1.21

0.20

0.15

0.55

0.30

0.17

0.07

0.19

0.14

0.20

0.39

0.52

0.37

0.

0.

0.

0.

03

18

31

17


